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The
Vera
Tel Aviv, Israel

This urban boutique hotel is
the first property from Israeli
hotelier and entrepreneur,
Danny Tamari, and features
stylish interiors by
Yaron Tal Studio.

T

el Aviv’s industrial spaces and office buildings
have become fruitful ground for renovation in
recent times, resulting in a proliferation of trendy
bars, restaurants and boutique hotels. Occupying
a 1950s office building adjacent to the iconic Bauhaus
Rothschild Boulevard, The Vera is part of this dynamic
movement within the city’s thriving hospitality scene.
For owner, Danny Tamari, it was imperative that The
Vera embrace and capture the idiosyncratic nature of Tel
Aviv, creating an informal and inclusive hub for guests
and locals. In Yaron Tal, lead designer on the project and
founder of eponymously named local studio, Tamari
found someone who truly shared and invested in these
aspirations.
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“Danny called me and shared his vision,”
explains Yaron. “We went to look at the building
and then ‘we got married’, so to speak. It is
not common that the process of working with
owners on the design of their projects is as
easy and as enjoyable as it was with Danny
Tamari and The Vera. Danny gave me the free
hand to express myself and spread my wings,
and it was just a pleasure to work with him. We
had a great connection, and I believe this can be
seen in the results of this project.”
Though small in stature, The Vera
incorporates 39 well-appointed guest rooms,
a bar, spa treatment room, and two spacious,
communal rooftop terraces. By morning, the
hotel’s lobby acts as a relaxing breakfast spot,
while at night The Vera’s stylish bar and rooftop
spaces provide the perfect social hub for locals
and guests alike.
“The outside building provides the first feeling
and impression for guests upon their arrival, so
you need to catch that moment and impress
them,” says Yaron. “We kept the original building
and façade intact and added details to it such
as wooden window shutters and balconies to
give it that ‘Tel-Avivian’ look and spirit.

“The lobby area is very unique, which was
very important to us. Upon entering, guests are
greeted with the trumpet brass wall, the ‘jazz
installation’, made by the talented all-around
artist Ohad Benit, and a unique reception table
made from wood, covered in special cement, all
flowing very well together.”
The raw character of this 1950s building
– visible in its unplastered walls, unfinished
flooring and original features – ensures that
it remains part of the local fabric, but with the
addition of high quality materials, furnishings
and amenities to elevate the guest experience.
“As The Vera isn’t and wasn’t meant to be an
expensive hotel, we wanted the environment to
mirror this informal vibe,” explains Yaron. “The
guests should be comfortable and feel at ease
in the hotel, feel like themselves. No matter who
you are, a rich businessman or a student of
limited means, you will be able to enjoy yourself
at The Vera.”
Referencing the aloe vera plant from
which the hotel’s name is derived, Yaron has
incorporated an abundance of natural materials
to create a soothing point of contrast to the
hustle and bustle of the city’s streets.

We wanted to
incorporate this
concept of ‘derived
from nature’, and
execute it by using
natural materials,
plants and stones,
as well as textures
like brass and
copper
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“We wanted to incorporate this concept of
‘derived from nature’, and execute it by using
natural materials, plants and stones, as well as
textures like brass and copper,” Yaron says.
“We played with different textures and
designs, left some unfinished walls in the
staircase, used plants and wood for the rooftop
wall, just to make the interior as inviting and
warm as possible – a place that will make you
feel at ease, with many corners that will give
you space to retreat if needed.”
Though Yaron has retained much of the
building’s character, creative modification
was needed in places to ensure that the hotel
met contemporary guidelines. The original
staircase, for example, provided a bit of a
conundrum for the team, as its bannisters were
deemed too low according to regulations.
“We had two options, to either build
a completely new staircase, or keep the

original one but raise it so it would comply
with today’s regulations,” he explains. “We
opted for the latter, and created a tall wooden
handrail, with the words of a poem by Charles
Bukowski carved into it, giving it a special and
contemporary twist.”
Elements such as these capture the unique
concurrence of heritage and modernity within
Tel Aviv as a whole, ensuring that the hotel is
truly a representation of its local community.
Indeed, in order to fulfil his vision of a hotel
‘truly made in Israel’, Danny has collaborated
extensively with local designers and suppliers.
These partnerships range from the use of
in-room toiletries from family-owned cosmetic
brand, Arugot, to bespoke furniture by Tel Avivbased furniture designer, Tomer Nachshon, and
a vending machine in the lobby that dispenses
cocktails created by local mixologists.
“With the opening of The Vera, we wanted
our guests to be able to touch, feel and
experience high quality, whilst being able to
benefit from the high value of our offerings,”
affirms Danny.
“Guests visiting Tel Aviv will be equally
exposed to the local craftsmanship that this
project embraces, and the fertility of talent
that Israel is more broadly bursting with. In
its essence, The Vera is inspired by what is
great about the locality of Tel Aviv and takes
its guests to the here and now, encapsulating
the beauty and uniqueness of Tel Aviv, whilst
moving in parallel with its unrelentingly
dynamic nature.”
www.yarontal.co.il
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